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THE PROBLEMS OF TEACHING AND APPLYING CRITICAL ETHICS
Dr. Isidoro Talavera, Professor and Lead Faculty, Philosophy / Franklin University
Abstract

Ethical principles do not apply themselves, they
require a thinking mind to assess facts and interpret
situations. We need, therefore, to foment a skeptical
attitude in our students so that they do not relinquish
their mental capacity to engage the world ethically via
critical thinking. For, the careful use of reason leads
to the advancement of ethics and is far superior to
the acceptance of ideas based on emotional pleas,
motivated reasoning, or indoctrination.

To foster the development of ethical, responsible, and engaged citizens, it is important for
students to learn to modify or correct belief molded by personal interest, motivated thinking,
upbringing, and/or indoctrination. Critical ethics comes into play whenever a systematic attempt
to get around the limitations of personal belief is sought to get to what ought to be done.
Accordingly, I examine the problems associated with teaching and applying critical ethics—where
critical thinking takes some ethical argument apart, via analysis, and evaluates whether some
derived conclusion follows from the evidence to make reasonable, intelligent decisions about
what to believe and what to do (enter applied ethics).

Introduction
Critical ethics examines the ethical questions that are most central and relevant to how
(normative ethics) and why (metaethics) we ought to live our lives. However, if we teach only
normative ethics (whether as a set of absolutistic or relativistic ethical beliefs)—no matter how
useful and even inspiring it may be to a particular culture or community—without fomenting and
teaching critical thinking, the average student (or future citizen) will not be able to distinguish
good from bad (as an act of personal responsibility and free choice). In addition, the average
student (or future citizen) would believe all kinds of false or inconsistent things and ethical
knowledge would be in conflict with better-established background information—there would be
no coherency in a person’s ethical knowledge and/or actions.

Methods
• Conceptual research focuses on the
concept or theory that explains or
describes the problems being studied-developing new concepts or theories like
Aristotle, Einstein, et al.
• This relies on the means and methods of
critical thinking and the intellectual
standard of logic and the methodology of
the deductive sciences.

The assurance that critical thinking is basic to ethics comes from the application of the logical
principle of non-contradiction, which states that when two ethical judgments are diametrically
opposed, one must be mistaken. There is also the assurance that comes from logic being
uncompromising in ethical matters, for it does not allow the luxury of ignoring the implications of
our ethical judgments. Rather, it demands that we analyze ethical judgments by their
implications. Moreover, because of the intellectual standard of logic (as the study of arguments),
critical thinking (as a purposeful mental activity that takes an argument apart, via analysis, and
evaluates it) empowers us to consider the possibility that a different ethical choice might be
better.

Conclusion

Problems

• The Problem of the Bifurcation of Ethics—the
tendency of moral educators or thinkers to
gravitate to and privilege the normative view of
ethics over the metaethics view of ethics (and vice
versa).
• The Ethical Demarcation Problem—the problem
of how and where to draw the line between the
right (good) and the wrong (bad).
• The Fact-Value Problem—the problem that
factual premises by themselves cannot establish a
value judgment (Is-Ought Fallacy).
• The Problem of Ethical Absolutism—the problem
that absolutism can never underwrite what is
right and wrong (good and bad) because it can
never hold more than one perspective.
• The Problem of Ethical Relativism—the problem
that relativism can never underwrite what is right
and wrong (good and bad) because it can never
find one perspective to take precedence.
• The Problem of Ethical Codes—the problem that
we do not use ethical codes, but we are used by
them; not guided by ethical rules, but controlled
by them.
• The Problem That Ethical Questions are Taken to
be Inseparable From Moral Ones—e.g., the
problem that the right act can only be one done in
obedience to the law (or will) of God.
• The Problem of Free Will—the problem that true
free choice (free will), as a cause of human
behavior, demands the engagement of an
independent mind that draws from within a
response to what is right or wrong to evaluate and
to select among alternatives to do the thing that
ought to be done.
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